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ABSTRACT
Distinguishing the Transcription Regulation Patterns in Promoters of Human Genes
with Different Function or Evolutionary Age

Tanvir Alam

Distinguishing transcription regulatory patterns of different gene groups is a common problem
in various bioinformatics studies. In this work we developed a methodology to deal with such a
problem based on machine learning techniques. We applied our method to two biologically
important problems related to detecting a difference in transcription regulation of: a/ proteincoding and long non-coding RNAs (lncRNAs) in human, as well as b/ a difference between
primate-specific and non-primate-specific long non-coding RNAs. Our method is capable to
classify RNAs using various regulatory features of genes that transcribe into these RNAs, such as
nucleotide frequencies, transcription factor binding sites, de novo sequence motifs, CpG islands,
repetitive elements, histone modification marks, and others. Ten-fold cross-validation tests
suggest that our model can distinguish protein-coding and non-coding RNAs with accuracy
above 80%. Twenty-fold cross-validation tests suggest that our model can distinguish primatespecific from non-primate-specific promoters of lncRNAs with accuracy above 80%.
Consequently, we can hypothesize that transcription of the groups of genes mentioned above
are regulated by different mechanisms. Feature selection techniques allowed us to reduce the
number of features significantly while keeping the accuracy around 80%. Consequently, we can
conclude that selected features play significant role in transcription regulation of coding and
non-coding genes, as well as primate-specific and non-primate-specific lncRNA genes.
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION
1.1. Preliminary consideration

Gregor Johann Mendel was the first to observe the biological deviations that are inherited from
parent organisms as discrete traits. We today know that the biological entity responsible for
such traits are known as genes [1], although the concept today is rather fuzzy. A gene can be
defined as a region of genomic sequence which is transcribed into two main forms of RNA, one
that codes for polypeptide, and another that does not code for polypeptide but can have various
usually regulatory or auxiliary functions in the cell. Genes are encoded on the genome which
contains the complete hereditary information of an organism. Genome is organized into one or
more chromosomes that contain DNA in a form of a double helix structure.
The central dogma of molecular biology [2] states that genetic information contained in DNA
within genes, is transcribed into RNA by DNA-dependent RNA polymerases and then some of
such RNA transcripts are translated into proteins, the major functional unit of living cells. The
genes whose transcripts results into messenger RNA (mRNA) and are translated from mRNA into
proteins are called protein-coding genes; the genes that are transcribed but not translated into
proteins are called non-coding genes. For a long time the ability of RNA to be something
different than to encode for proteins was considered as an exception [3]. Nowadays however,
many different biological functions of non-coding RNAs (ncRNAs) have been discovered. This
warrants a comprehensive investigation of whether, and if so how, protein-coding and noncoding-RNA genes are differently regulated during transcription initiaiton.
Products of non-coding genes can be of different type: transfer RNA (tRNA), ribosomal RNA
(rRNA), small nuclear RNA (snRNA), microRNAs, long non-coding RNA (lncRNA), etc. LncRNA
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were discovered to be functional relatively recently. However they play an important role in the
cell functioning [4].
Different functionality of coding and noncoding genes is a result of differences in their primary
DNA structure. Such differences, for example the presence of open reading frames possibly
distributed over different exons, with recognizable translation initiation sites and stop codon
sites, as well as codon bias, were successfully used to distinguish between those types of genes
and to predict novel coding genes for the past few decades.
Genes also can be classified based on their evolutionary age. Some of the genes, for example
rRNA genes, are present in all living species, while others appeared at the relatively late stage of
evolution. Genes found only in organisms from evolutionary recent speciation may be
responsible for the phenotypic features such species show. From this point of view, it is very
interesting to find genes that appeared only in human or more generally in primate lineage
(primate-specific genes). As a consequence of recent evolutionary separation, there is a
shortage of sequence variation in coding regions between humans and other close primates [5],
so not many protein-coding genes are known to be primate-specific. However, the non-coding
genes evolve faster and are more likely to be different even in closely related species. Resent
study showed that even non-coding regions in human genome that are highly conserved among
mammalian species can be under accelerated changes in the human lineage [6].
Every gene has a regulatory region known as promoter, which provides a key place that is
recognized by transcription machinery. Regulation or control of gene transcription and
expression is vital for the living cell. Inability to regulate the amount of necessary products
(proteins or RNAs) results into failure to adapt to external signals, detrimental environment, etc.
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Transcription regulations can be affected in three main ways. Firstly, through the interaction
between the DNA and regulatory proteins known as transcription factors (TFs) and polymerase
complexes. For each TF, there are many regions in DNA known as TF binding sites (TFBSs).
Depending on the context, TFs bound to DNA can act as enhancers, insulators, repressors or
silencers. Secondly, through epigenetic modifications, where the sequence of DNA is not altered
but its surrounding histone tails modification changes the DNAs accessibility to corresponding
TFs. Thirdly, through post-translational modifications of TFs, modulated by intracellular signals
can affect the TF’s ability to bind at particular DNA sites. As a result of the complexity mentioned
above the transcription regulatory networks are an important field of study together with the
structure and functions of individual genes.
It is well known that frequently genes involved in a same pathway may also share patterns of
regulatory signals. However, we still do not know if there is any regulatory pattern distinguishing
large groups of genes, such as coding and non-coding genes or primate-specific and non-primate
specific. This is the topic we explore in this study.
In this work we made an attempt to develop a methodology to find differences in regulatory
mechanisms of large gene groups. We applied this methodology to two gene sets. One set
contains gene groups with different function (coding and non-coding genes) and another set
contains gene group having different evolutionary age (primate-specific and non-primate
specific lncRNA genes). We also applied feature selection techniques to select features most
important for the discrimination of the gene groups, which allowed us to construct several
hypotheses about biologically relevant transcription control mechanisms of these genes. We
found different set of TFs which are enriched in each gene group. This clearly implies that the
transcription is controlled through different pathways. We found more repetitive elements in
14

promoter regions of long non-coding RNA genes. This suggests high level of involvement of
repetitive elements in gene regulation and evolution. We found enrichment of CpG islands in
coding promoter regions. This suggests that the transcription of coding genes is highly affected
by such chromatin modification events. We also found the enrichment of palindromes in the
promoters of coding genes which suggests the specificity and affinity of protein-DNA interaction
in these regions as proteins involved in transcription usually act as dimer and the two-fold
symmetry of binding sites created by palindromes are often recognized by such proteins [7].
1.2. Thesis Organization
The organization of this report is structured as follows: Chapter 2 describes several machine
learning techniques relevant to this work. Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 explain the details of the
methodology to distinguish based on characteristics of promoter regions coding vs. noncoding
genes, and primate-specific vs. non-primate lncRNAs. Conclusions are presented in Chapter 5.
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CHAPTER 2 MACHINE LEARNING TECHNIQUES
In this chapter we will introduce some common machine learning techniques, which are
relevant to this study.
2.1. Classification
In machine learning, classification is a supervised learning technique, where the label of training
data is given and the goal is to take an input vector x and assign it to one of the K discrete
classes Ck, where k = 1,…,K. Classification problem can be solved in a number of ways. Here we
will describe some of them.
Decision Tree
Decision tree [8] is one of the widely used methods for inductive inference of sample class. It
classifies samples by applying rule type decisions sequentially each time splitting the data into
two or more classes, until the sample is assigned the label. The decisions are made in what is
known as the node of the tree structure. Selecting the attribute(s) for constructing the decision
rule that can separate the classes at significant level is the key for decision tree construction.
Attributes with higher information gain are usually selected as the candidate features for
splitting a node. Information gain can be calculated in the following way,

Gain( S , A)  Entropy( S ) 



vValues ( A)

| Sv |
Entropy ( Sv)
|S|

where Values( A) is the set of possible values for attribute A and Sv is the subset of a data set

S for which attribute A has value v . The entropy can be calculated as follows,
K

Entropy ( S )   pi log 2 pi
i 1
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where

pi is the portion of samples come from class i.

Bagging
Bagging [9] is a popular ensemble-based machine learning technique. Bagging, the acronym of
‘bootstrapped aggregating’, takes decision by voting for classifying the new sample trained from
a training data set. For a training set T of size n, bagging creates m new training sets

Ti , i  1,, m by uniformly sampling with replacement. This kind of sampling with
replacement is known as bootstrapping. Then for each bootstrapped set, a classifier is built.
Finally, the label of an instance is determined by the majority voting of m classifiers.
Support Vector Machine
Support Vector Machines (SVMs) [10] are used in wide range of applications. In its basic form,
SVMs use discriminant hyper plane with maximum margin to separate the classes with
maximum separation. SVM can be used also with nonlinear decision boundaries by using ‘kernel
trick’, which implicitly maps the training data into higher dimension using kernel functions.
Generally, the most used kernels are Gaussian or radial-basis function one. SVM has the main
advantage of good generalization capability, but with the expense of speed of execution.
2.2. Clustering
Clustering is an unsupervised learning approach for assigning a set of objects into clusters
(groups) to ensure the higher similarity of objects within the same cluster than and make them
sufficiently distinct from those in other clusters. There are a lot of clustering techniques. In this
study we use affinity propagation [11] for clustering.
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Affinity Propagation
Affinity propagation (AP) is an exemplar-based clustering method. It aims at identifying clusters
which are represented by a data point called the exemplar of that particular cluster. AP
considers clustering as a combinatorial optimization problem, equivalent to K-centers, where
the goal is to find the appropriate number K of clusters and retain the best K data points, usually
referred to as exemplars, which constitute the K best representatives for all data items [12]. This
algorithm simultaneously considers all the data points as potential exemplars. The advantages
of AP are: (a) AP does not require the setting of K, the number of clusters. (b) AP guarantees the
optimized solution. Details of the AP algorithm can be found in [11].
2.3. Feature Subset Selection
The high dimensional data has motivated development of feature selection (FS) techniques. FS
techniques usually do not alter the original representation of original variables. The algorithms
of FS select a subset of original features based on certain conditions. The advantages of using FS
are: (a) Models become simpler and thus less computationally demanding. (b) Over fitting
problem of the model is considerably reduced and models usually generalize better. (c) One can
have an indication about the most important features for the problem in question that have the
most significant effect to model performance.
As most of the FS algorithms search the feature space for subset of features, they must have
four basic components.
a. Starting point: The starting point of feature subset selection can affect the direction of
the search. In forward search direction, usually an algorithm begins with no features,
determines the best single one, and successively adds new features. On the other hand,
the search can be initiated with all features and gradually remove those that affect the
18

performance the least. Another alternative is bi-directional, where the algorithm begins
somewhere in the middle of search space, i.e. with several features preselected, and
move outwards from this point.
b. Searching method: An exhaustive search for all possible feature subset is nearly
impossible for real life dataset which contains huge number of features. The possible
subset size is 2N with N available features. So, informed search based on heuristic is a
popular choice. There is many such search strategies like hill-climbing search, best first
search, etc. [13] which may provide good result but do not guarantee optimal solution.
c. Evaluation method: How the selected features will be evaluated makes the difference
among FS algorithms. In context of classification, FS techniques can be grouped into two
main categories depending upon evaluation criteria. The first method is filtering which
measures relevance of individual features to class from the intrinsic properties of data.
So, it is independent of the classifier algorithm and thus it is computationally fast. The
second method, which depends on the type of classifier, can be described as wrapper
because search algorithm for FS uses the classifier to decide if the selected feature is
good or not. As there is no universal single optimal FS technique, and due to the
existence of multiple feature subsets that can discriminate the data equally well [13],
ensemble of models can also be used to assess the relevance of each feature.
d. Stopping point: In principle, if the number of features is very large, there should be
some stopping criteria for all FS algorithms. FS algorithm might stop adding or deleting
more features when the performance does not improve anymore.
We used two different FS techniques for this study. The first is the correlation based FS (CFS)
[14] and the second one is ensemble FS technique based on the variable importance in random
forest (RF) using prediction error for out of bag (OOB) samples.
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CFS
CFS is a multivariate filtering technique which considers the usefulness of individual feature for
prediction of class label with simultaneous measure of correlation between the features. The
main advantage of CFS technique is that it models the dependencies between the selected
features.
The heuristic by which CFS measures the effectiveness of feature subsets takes into account the
correlation between features and the capability of features to separate class labels. We can
formulate this heuristic in following way,

Gs 

krci
k  k (k  1)rii

where, k is the number of features in the subset, rci is the average correlation between class
label and feature, rii is the average correlation between features.
The numerator of this measurement gives a hint on the predictive power of selected feature
subset, while the denominator indicates the amount of redundancy among them.
As most of the classification problem in machine learning domain has numerical features and
nominal class labels, conditional entropy is used to measure the correlation between features
and class, and between features. If X and Y are discrete random variables with range Rx and Ry,
then entropy of Y before observing X is,

H (Y )    p( y ) log( p( y ))
yRy

and entropy of Y after observing X is,
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H (Y | X )    p( x)  p( y | x) log( p( y | x))
xRx

yRy

So, the measure of correlation or dependency of Y on X can be measured by uncertainty
coefficient [15] using the following expression,

C (Y | X ) 

H (Y )  H (Y | X )
H (Y )

For exploring the feature space, we used the ‘best first’ strategy, which allows backtracking. It is
an informed search [16] strategy where addition of a feature is selected based on the evaluation
functions. The ‘best first’ search algorithm moves through the search space by making local
changes to the current feature subset. If the new feature being explored improves the quality of
subset, it is included into the subset. However, if the new feature is less promising, the ‘best
first’ search backtracks to a more promising previous subset and continue the search from
there. This algorithm can explore the entire feature space. We used maximum twenty next
states as the stopping criterion. If the quality of current subset is not improved during the next
twenty attempts, the algorithm will end.
Out of Bag (oob) Error and Variable Importance
Bagging, which stands for "bootstrap aggregation", is a type of ensemble learning. Each
bootstrap replicas of dataset is used to generate a weak learner. Since a significant portion of
the data will not be selected building the models, such data is considered as out-of-bag (oob)
observations. These oob observations can be used to calculate variable importance by
considering decrease in accuracy.
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CHAPTER 3 DISCRIMINATION OF TRANSCRIPTION INITIATION REGULATION OF PROTEINCODING AND NON-CODING GENES
3.1. Introduction
Though the coding genes, or at least the coding region, comprise a small fraction of the whole
human genome, they serve a major role as they are necessary in the production of multitude of
protiens that cell needs for its functioning. So, these genes have been the focus of studies for a
long time. The codons are sequences of three successive nucleotides that contain information
about amino acids. The exceptions are the stop codons that do not code for amino acids. To
encode for a protein, DNA sequence must contain an ORF (open reading frame that starts with
the start codon and ends up with a stop codon which is in-phase with the start codon). The ORF
can be contained as an uninterrupted sequence of DNA or it may be split across exons. ORFs are
difficult to identify as human genes tend to have long introns (10kb) and small exons (100-150b)
[17]. This high signal-to-noise ratio creates a great problem for computational determination of
gene locations. However, the fact that protein coding genes do contain ORF is also widely used
in coding gene prediction computational algorithms (ref). On the other hand, non-coding genes
transcribe into ncRNAs that do not have ORF and thus cannot be easily identified by
computational methods that use ORF-based features. So, there are significant amount of studies
that focus on the gene finding techniques. In 1982, Fickett and colleagues [18] showed coding
regions have asymmetries and periodicities in codon bias (probability of each base to occur at
each codon position) and nucleotide content (percentage composition of the sequence) that
help to distinguish them from non-coding sequences with 81% accuracy. In 1991, Edward et al.
[19] used sensor-neural network approach to locate coding exons of  100 bases across the
human genes with 90% accuracy. However, these approaches typically compared protein-coding
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and non-coding DNA sequences and have been used in determining exon-intron structure of
coding genes. Little attention is given to ncRNA genes until the Human Genome Project
completion in 2001 and the subsequent rise of the FANTOM transcriptome project in the
opening decade of the 21st century. In 2006, Jinfeng Liu et al. [20] applied support vector
machines (SVM) to classify coding RNA and nc RNAs considering multiple features (peptide
length, amino acid composition, protein homologs, secondary structure, and protein alignment
information) into consideration. Since short ORFs can occur by chance, FANTOM consortium
used a cutoff of 100 codons to identify mouse mRNAs from ncRNAs [21]. More on the list of
strategies to discriminate protein coding from non-coding transcripts can be found in the review
[22]. However studies mentioned above are focused on distinguishing between protein coding
and non-coding sequences, not taking into consideration possible differences in regulatory
mechanisms of transcription. The objective of this research is to attempt to distinguish between
regulatory regions for coding and non-coding genes, and if so, what are the biologically relevant
features responsible for the difference in transcription regulation of genes transcribing into
coding and non-coding RNAs. Our key biological questions can be set forth as follows: Do the
same transcription factors (TFs), different TFs, or different combinations of the same TFs
regulate ncRNA genes, as opposed to protein-coding genes? And how do any such differences in
regulation impact the regulatory network placement of the two types of genes, networks being
the medium through which the genomic message, transcriptomically interpreted, creates and
influences the phenotypes?
To answer these questions, we have introduced a novel computational method for
distinguishing genes that transcribe into protein-coding RNAs and ncRNAs. We have identified
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some features from promoter regions of coding and non-coding genes, and using these features,
we achieved a satisfactory level of accuracy to distinguish them.

3.2. Dataset Preparation
Protein-coding RNA gene promoter set
We downloaded RefSeq transcripts [23] from UCSC genome browser [24] for human genome
(version hg19). Out of all 41,623 transcripts, we selected only 34,873 those that are protein
coding (i.e. they have NP RefSeq ID and their protein-coding potential is experimentally
validated). For the further analysis we used only genes located on chromosomes 1-22, X, and Y.
For all coding genes we considered [-1000.. +1000] bp around transcriptional start site (TSS) as a
putative promoter region. We collected sequences of promoter regions using Galaxy [25].
If two or more sequences shared the same transcriptional start site (TSS) on the same strand,
only one promoter region was taken to be in the promoter set. If two or more promoter regions
overlapped, but were not identical, then we included such regions in the final set independently.
Long non-coding RNA gene promoter set
We took 19,599 experimentally validated long nc RNA genes (lncRNA genes). We considered
only genes located on chromosomes 1-22, X, and Y. This is a nonredundant set of lncRNA genes
with only one transcript per gene; this one transcript was selected as the reference transcript of
each gene. After filtering out all transcripts that could be same-strand hosts of any snRNA,
snoRNA, or microRNA molecules (these are ncRNA different from lncRNA), we nonredundantly
combined

human

lncRNA

set

[26],

Gencode

v3[27]

and

v7

lncRNA

genes

(www.gencodegenes.org), unpublished manually annotated lncRNAs from human sense24

antisense pairs (Leonard Lipovich laboratory), RefSeq NR lncRNAs, and all human ESTs submitted
to Genbank by the company KKDNAFORM in Japan. We collected sequences of promoter
regions using Galaxy.
Dataset preparation
In the case when the same promoter appears in both coding and non-coding sets, we excluded it
from both sets to reduce the redundancy. The resulting set contained promoters of 23,144
protein-coding and 20,594 non-coding genes.
3.3. Feature Generation
De novo motif search
For de novo motif finding we used Dragon Motif Finder (DMF) [28] algorithm, a parallelized
version of the Dragon Motif Builder [29]. The position weight matrix (PWM) [30] is derived for
each of the motif family (MF). An MF in our case denotes the set of similar aligned DNA
sequences (motifs).
We generated MFs one by one using promoter sequences of the coding genes as target and the
non-coding promoter sequences as background, and vice versa using promoter sequences of the
non-coding genes as target and those of the coding genes as background. As soon as one MF
was found, we masked the best motif from that MF identified above the model threshold in
each of the sequence and continued MF search on the rest of the sequence. In this way the
probability to find very similar MFs was reduced. We set the DMF parameters to generate 50
MFs of motifs having lengths from 8 to 15 nucleotides, with PWM score thresholds of 0.75, 0.80,
0.85, 0.90 (from the range from 0 to 1). Out of expected 1600 (50*8*4) MFs only 1559 and 1558
motifs were generated from promoters of the coding and non-coding genes, respectively, due to
25

above mentioned motif masking. Each of the generated MFs had two coverage information,
coverage of the target (percentage of target sequences that contained predicted motif) and
coverage of the background (percentage of background sequences that contained predicted
motif). We used these two coverage values as parameters for ranking. Figure 3 depicts all the
coverage information in coding sequences on x-axis and coverage information in non-coding
sequences on y-axis. The ideal MF from coding sequences will be close to the bottom right
corner. Similarly the ideal MF from non-coding sequences will be close to the top left corner. We
then ranked these two MF sets depending upon the distance from the respective ideal MF point
((1,0) for coding and (0,1) for non-coding MFs). We chose a distance threshold of 0.65 to select
top ranked MFs. If an MF had distance from the respective ideal MF less than 0.65, that MF is
selected. Using this distance threshold we got 219 MFs from coding and 184 MFs from noncoding sequences. For each of the selected MFs (403 = 219 + 184) using PWMs generated from
MFs, we mapped motifs to promoter sequences. Since each PWM had an associated matching
score threshold, then all predictions by PWM with score above that threshold were considered
predicted motifs. For each MF, if a promoter sequence had a prediction based on matching
PWM from the MF, then we assigned value of 1 to the promoter; otherwise we assign to it a
value of 0. So, in total, we selected 403 such features to characterize promoters.
Redundancy reduction of identified MFs
To remove the redundant MFs (i.e. those that had similar consensus motifs), we grouped the
similar MFs into clusters and selected only one MF as a representative of each cluster. Similarity
between any two MFs was measured using Euclidean distance between their PWMs. If two
PWMs had different lengths we slid the shorter PWM A of length LA along the longer PWM B of
length LB in forward and reverse complemented strands and we calculated the distance
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between shorter PWM and corresponding part of the longer PWM for each position. Then we
chose the minimum of all distances divided by LA as a measure of distance between two PWMs.

DAB 

min

{

ib{0,1,..., LB  LA}

LA


i 1

4

 ( pi, j  qibi, j )2 ,
j 1

LA

4

 ( p
i 1

j 1

i, j

 qrcib i , j ) 2 }

where pij and qij correspond to the element at ith row and jth column of PWM for MF A and MF B,
respectively, and qrcij corresponds to the element of PWM for MF in reverse complement
strand. We clustered all MFs using affinity propagation [11] algorithm. As a similarity measure in
this algorithm, we took the negative of the distance (-DAB) between two matrices. All the MFs
were assigned the same preference, which determines the number of clusters generated by this
algorithm, value equal to the minimum of all similarities. Each cluster is represented by one MFs
that had the smallest distance from the ideal point. From the selected top MFs from all clusters,
we took only those which were ranked within top 10 percent. In this way, we obtained 23 MFs
from coding sequences, and 31 MFs from non-coding sequences.
Transcription factor binding sites (TFBSs) mapping
To predict TFBS we used 426 PWMs for 401 human TFs from HOCOMOCO [31] database, which
contains manually curated TFBS models generated by ChIPMunk algorithm [31]. For each PWM
of the length L we set the threshold for the PWM score corresponding to p-value = 0.0005, i.e.
no more than 0.0005 of all possible 4L words can have a score above the threshold. Each of 426
resulting features has binary value of zero (no hit above the threshold in a given promoter
sequence) or one (one or more hits above the threshold in a given promoter sequence).
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Nucleotide frequencies (NF)
For each promoter we calculated the frequencies of single, di-, tri-nucleotide in a sliding window
of 1,000 bp with 1,000 bp shift at each step. So, for resulting 2 windows, we got 2*(4 + 16+64) =
168 features.
CpG island (CGI)
Coordinates of CpG islands [32] were downloaded from UCSC genome browser [33]. For each
promoter we calculated the number of nucleotides overlapping with CGI in a sliding window of
100 bp with a shift of 50 bp at each step, resulting in 39 features.
Repetitive elements
Coordinates of repetitive elements (REs) obtained by RepeatMasker [34] were downloaded from
UCSC genome browser [35]. For each promoter we calculated the number of nucleotides
overlapping with RP in a sliding window of 100 bp with 50 bp shift at each step, resulting in 39
features.
Word commonality (WC)
To estimate the commonality of words of length six in promoters of both coding and non-coding
genes we used methodology similar to [36]. We took 1000 sequences of the length 1,000 bp at
random from hg19. Then we count the occurrence of each of the possible 46 = 4,096 6-tuples in
the set of random sequences. The score was assigned to each of the 6-tuples. The scores were
normalized to the range 0 to 1. The least common had the score 0 and the most frequent had
the score 1. For each promoter we used sliding overlapping window of 100 bp and shift it 50 bp
each step. For each of resulting 39 windows we calculated a score by adding the score of each
overlapping 6-tuples occurring in a window. So, we got 39*(1) = 39 features.
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AT and CG skew (SKEW)
For each promoter we used sliding overlapping window of 100 bp and shift it 50 bp each step.
For each of resulting 39 windows we calculated skewness of A,T and C,G.

ATskew 

CGskew 

# A  #T
# A  #T

#C  #G
#C  #G

where, #A, #T, #C and #G represent the number of A, T, C and G, respectively, in current sliding
window. So, we got 39*(2) = 78 features.
Palindromes (PALIN)
For each of promoter, we checked the sequence and marked all palindromes of length six or
above in the same strand using [37] Bioinformatics toolbox of MATLAB 2011a. Then, for each
promoter we counted the number of nucleotides overlapping with any palindrome in a sliding
window of 100 bp with a shift of 50 bp at each step, which finally resulted in 39 features.
Histone modification (HM)
To test if there is any difference in epigenetic status of different types of promoters we
downloaded data on chromatin states [38] from UCSC genome browser. We downloaded
coordinates of different chromatin states for seven cell types with normal karyotype (GM12878,
H1-hESC, HMEC, HSMM, HUVEC, NHEK, and NHLF). For a particular cell type, we marked the
position in sequences with corresponding chromatin state types whose coordinate overlap with
corresponding states. For each of the sequences, we counted the number of positions which
overlap with some chromatin state markers. We then calculated the percentage of the total
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number of positions for each of these 15 states and assigned the percentage as a score of these
15 states. So, we got 7*(15) = 105 features.
So, finally we got 1,336 features before removing redundant MFs and 987 features after
removing redundant MFs.
3.4. Model building
After the feature generation was done, we normalized the available features to the mean value
of zero and standard deviation of one. Let us assume we have N samples each with M features.
For each feature vector x, we calculated the mean and standard deviation of x and use the
following formula for normalization.

xij 

xij   j

j

, i  1,..., N ; j  1,..., M ;

xij is the value of jth feature for sample xi . Where,
N

j 

x
i 1

N
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, j  1,..., M .

is the average of jth feature
over all samples. And the standard deviation of jth feature over all samples is defined as follows:

N

j
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i 1
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  j )2

 N  1

, j  1,..., M .

As we achieved best result using ensemble of decision trees as classifier [8] we used it as our
classification model. Ensemble of decision trees is a classifier which consists of several decision
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trees {h( x, k ), k  1,...} , where { k} are independent and identically distributed (IID) random
vectors. Each classifier predicts the class of input vector x . This ensemble was grown by
resampling with replacement. Number of variables to select at random for each decision split
was the square root of the number of features available for classification.
Split on each node of a decision tree was based on node impurity. As we used CART [8] as the
decision tree model, impurity of a node was measured using Gini's diversity Index. The Gini
index of a node was determined as follows:

Giniindex  1   p 2 (i)
i

where the sum is over the classes i at the node, and p(i) is the observed fraction of classes with
class i that reach the node. An absolute pure node with just one class has Gini index 0; otherwise
it is positive.
We built an ensemble model with 100 decision trees to make a classifier that distinguishes the
coding and non-coding genes. We considered 20,594 non-coding genes as the positive set and
23,144 coding genes as the negative set. We used MATLAB version 2011a for creating ensemble
of 100 decision trees. The label of a gene was determined by majority voting of these 100
decision trees.
3.5. Performance Evaluation
A ten-fold cross validation technique was used to evaluate the performance of the classifier
model constructed in this study. We divided the dataset into ten random partitions. Then the
model was trained on nine of these partitions that were subjected to normalization and
performance was measured on the remaining data. The whole process was repeated for ten
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times with ten different training set. Then we counted the total number of true positive (TP),
false negative (FN), false positive (FP), true negative (TN) samples and calculated the
performance in terms of sensitivity, specificity and accuracy as follows:

Sensitivity 

TP
TP  FN 

Specificity 

TN
 FP  TN 

Accuracy 

TPTN
 TP  FN  FP  TN 

3.6. Results

(a) Sensitivity

(b) Specificity

(c) Accuracy

RMSK- repetitive element, PALIN- palindromes, SKEW-skewness, DMF-Dragon Motif Finder, CPG-CpG Islands, TFBSTranscription Factor Binding Sites, WC-word commonality, HM-histone modification, NF-nucleotide frequency, COMBINEcombination of all types.

Figure 1 Performance of model with different types of features

We can observe (Figure 1) that most of the single feature types have good discrimination power
by themselves. But combination of all the features (the bottom horizontal bar) improves both
sensitivity and specificity, though using only k-mers (NF group) is very close to the performance
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of the combined features. Overall, we achieved 81.126 % sensitivity, 79.852% specificity and
80.452% accuracy. So, from the above diagram we can answer our research questions. We can
distinguish with a reasonable accuracy the regulatory mechanisms of coding and non-coding
genes. The dominant group of features is the set of k-mers we considered.
To apply feature subset selection technique, we used 3-fold cross validation over the whole
dataset. For each fold, we applied CFS using WEKA [39] implementation on training set. Then we
reduced the dimensionality of test set by the selected features and applied our ensemble
model. Then we took the average of sensitivity, specificity and accuracy from each fold and
achieved 78.256% sensitivity, 79.39% specificity and 78.86% accuracy. Using this selected
feature subset from all folds, we achieved 79.55% sensitivity, 80.84% specificity and 80.23%
accuracy.
To measure the variable importance, we used 3-fold cross validation over the whole dataset. For
each fold, we applied ensemble of 100 decision trees with sample replacement on training set
using additional 3-fold cross validation. Then we measured the importance of variable by
measuring the change of OOB (out of bag) prediction error. We summed the importance of each
variable over the three fold and ranked them according to the summed score. We took the top
ranked features as a selected subset and reduced the dimensionality of data in the test set by
using only the selected features and applied our ensemble model. Then we took the average of
sensitivity, specificity and accuracy from each fold. Averaging the result from each fold upto 150
features we achieved 80.07% sensitivity, 79.47% specificity and 79.75% accuracy. Using the
union of these top 150 feature subset from all folds produced 197 features with which we
achieved 81.33% sensitivity, 80.64% specificity and 80.96% accuracy. All the results are
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summarized in Table 1. The list of these features is provided in APPENDIX and summary in Table
2.

Figure 2 Performance of model by varying the number of the most important features

Table 1 Summary of results for separation of coding and non-coding genes based on properties of their promoter
regions

Features

#Feature

Sensitivity (%)

Specificity (%)

Accuracy (%)

All

1337

81.01

79.91

80.43

After removing motif redundancy

987

81.06

79.88

80.44

CFS (union of features from all folds)

146

79.55

80.84

80.23

VI (union of top ranked 155 features
from all folds)

197

81.33

80.64

80.96

Table 2 Summary of selected features by OOB variable importance method
Type No

Type of Features

1

Nucleotide Frequency

2

Skewness

6

3

Palindromes

3
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# Features Selected
111

4

Word commonality

27

5

Repetitive Element

17

6

CpG Island

4

7

Histone modification
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From Figure 2, we can observe that performance increases rapidly until we chose most
important 150 features. After that performance curves do not change much.
3.7. Discussion
From the regulatory regions of coding and non-coding genes we generated the de novo motifs
using Dragon Motif Finder [40]. Figure 3 shows the motif coverage in promoters of coding and
non-coding genes. Motifs having high coverage in regulatory region of coding genes are C and G
rich (Figure 4). We can also notice A and T enrichment in non-coding regulatory regions (Figure
5).
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Each point in this graph represent the the coverage (percentage) of promoters of coding and non-coding genes (the motif was
considered as hit) and coverage (percentage) of promtoers of non-coding genes (the motif was considered as hit) of a motif.

Figure 3 Summary of motif coverage in promoters of coding and non-coding genes.
Logo
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0.696

0.326

0.692

0.327
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0.74

0.425

0.72

0.428

0.813

0.52

0.774

0.533

0.653

0.47

0.482

0.271

0.634

0.466

0.553

0.394

0.509

0.383

0.589

0.475

0.672

0.538

The first column shows the sequence logo, the second column shows the proportion of the number (coverage) of promoters of
coding genes (the promoter in which the motif was found was considered as hit) and the third column shows the proportion of
the number (coverage) of promoters of non-coding gene (the promoter in which the motif was found was considered as hit ) of
top ranked motifs from promoters of coding genes.

Figure 4 Top ranked motifs from promoters of coding RNAs with coverage in promoters of coding and non-coding
genes.

Logo
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0.408

0.562
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0.522

0.698

0.401

0.548

0.456

0.603

0.479

0.63

0.416

0.557

0.424

0.562

0.484

0.627

0.436

0.57

0.508

0.654

0.523

0.669

0.534

0.687

0.483

0.607

0.356

0.488

0.528

0.665

The first column shows the sequence logo, the second column shows the proportion of the number (coverage) of promoters of
coding genes (the promoter in which the motif was found was considered as hit) and the third column shows the proportion of
the number (coverage) of promoters of non-coding gene (the promoter in which the motif was found was considered as hit) of
top ranked motifs from promoters of non-coding genes.

Figure 5 Top ranked motifs from promoters of non-coding RNAs with coverage in promoters of coding and non-coding
genes

In genetics a TF is a protein which binds to DNA at selected binding sites. These TFBSs indicate
the location of protein-DNA interaction through which genes are activated or repressed. TFs
bind to the regulatory regions of the genes that they regulate. Depending on TF, the
transcription of the adjacent gene is either up- or down-regulated [41]. For TFBSs, we found a
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positive correlation between their coverage in promoters of coding and non-coding genes
(Figure 6). Top ranked (ranking method applied to de novo motifs) TFBS in regulatory region of
coding genes are C and G rich (Figure 7). TFBS in regulatory region of non-coding genes are A
and T rich (Figure 8).

Figure 6 Coverage of TFBS in coding and non-coding genes. X-axis represents the percentage of promoters of coding
genes where the motif was found and Y-axis represents percentage of promoters of non-coding genes where the
motif was considered as hit.

Logo

Coverage
in coding
sequences
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Coverage
in noncoding
sequences

TFBS name

0.730690

0.367240

MBD2_si

0.733190

0.397400

ZBT7B_si

0.530630

0.223030

E2F2_f1

0.829680

0.501940

SP4_f1

0.479610

0.193070

E2F3_si

The first column shows the sequence logo, the second column shows the proportion (coverage) of promoters of coding genes
(promoter where the motif was considered as hit), the third column shows the proportion (coverage) of promoters of non-coding
genes (promoter where the motif was considered as hit), and the fourth column shows the name of the top ranked TFBS
corresponding to the motif found in the promoters of coding genes.

Figure 7 Top ranked TFBSs for coding RNAs with coverage in coding and non-coding promoters

Logo
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Coverage
in coding
sequences

Coverage
in noncoding
sequences

TFBS name

0.425550

0.611440

LHX2_f1

0.475370

0.669810

PROP1_f1

0.491140

0.676990

HXD9_f1

0.381520

0.545500

ZFHX3_f1

0.520220

0.712250

ARI3A_do

The first column shows the sequence logo, the second column shows the proportion (coverage) of promoters of coding genes
(promoter where the motif was considered as hit), the third column shows the proportion (coverage) of promoters of non-coding
genes (promoter where the motif was considered as hit), and the fourth column shows the name of the top ranked TFBS
corresponding to the motif found in the promoters of non-coding genes.

Figure 8 Top ranked TFBSs for non-coding RNAs with coverage in coding and non-coding promoters

Though the DNA sequence of the human genome encodes genetic information, various
epigenetic modifications can change the functionality of the primary sequence. Basically,
divergence in phenotypes across different human cell types is the result of such modifications in
chromatin, whose basic repeating unit is nucleosome. Nucleosome is composed of an octamer
of the four core histones ( H2A, H2B, H3 and H4) and 146 basepairs of DNA wrapped around the
histones [42]. Each core histone is composed of a structured domain and an unstructured
amino-terminal 'tail' of 25-40 residues. Various posttranslational modifications, including
acetylation, phosphorylation and methylation might occur on those sites of histone tails. Such
modifications of histone tails determine the interactions of histones with other proteins [43]. So,
depending upon the modifications, chromatin regions are marked with fifteen types of states.
They are AP: Active Promoter, WP: Weak Promoter, IP: Inactive Promoter, SE: Strong Enhancer,
WE: Weak Enhancer, I: Insulator, TT: Transcriptional Transition, TE: Transcriptional Elongation,
WT: Weak Transcribed, PR: Polycomb Repressed, HC: Heterochromatin lowsignal, RnV: Random
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Variation. Coding genes are mostly associated with ‘active promoter, ‘weak promoter’ and
‘inactive promoter’ states. Non-coding genes are mostly associated with ‘weak transcribed’ and
‘heterochromatin low signal’ states (Figure 9). We chose different cell types [44] with normal
karyotype (i.e. 23 pair of chromosomes, not the cancer cells).

b. H1-hESC ( Embryonic stem cells )

a. GM12878 ( Lymphoblastoid )

c HMEC ( Mammary epithelial cell )

d. HSMM ( Skeletal muscle myoblasts )

e. HUVEC ( Umbilical vein endothelial cells )

f. NHEK ( Epidermal keratinocytes )
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AP: Active Promoter, WP: Weak Promoter, IP: Inactive
Promoter, SE: Strong Enhancer, WE: Weak Enhancer, I:
Insulator, TT: Transcriptional Transition, TE: Transcriptional
Elongation, WT: Weak Transcribed, PR: Polycomb Repressed,
HC: Heterochromatin low signal, RnV: Random Variation. We
analyze these states for seven cell lines with normal
karyotype (GM12878, H1-hESC, HMEC, HSMM, HUVEC,
NHEK, and NHLF). We can observe that for most of the cell
type’s enrichment of coding promoter sequences are from AP
state and enrichment of non-coding promoter sequences are
from HC state.

g. NHLF (Lung fibroblasts )

Figure 9 Chromatin states on seven different cell lines

In human genome, almost 50% are enriched by repeated and mobile elements [17]. DNA
repeats have been regarded as genomic ‘junk’ for long time because most of them apparently
do not encode functional proteins [45]. However, recent studies have shown that gene
evolution, gene regulation and recombination are influenced by the critical roles of repetitive
elements [46]. Figure 10 shows that, promoters of long non-coding genes are more enriched
with repetitive elements than coding genes. And the difference of enrichment is mostly
observed around TSS region.

This graph shows that the promoter regions of coding genes are more depleted of repetitive elements than promoters of noncoding genes indicating their role in gene regulation.

Figure 10 Distribution of repetitive elements found in coding and non-coding promoter regions
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Approximately 70-80% of CpG dinucleotides of mammalian genomes have post-replicative mark
by the addition of a methyl group to the 5’ position of the cytosine ring [47]. Such modifications
are generally associated with repressed chromatin states and inhibition of transcriptional
initiation [48]. Despite the prevalence of CpG methylation, specific regions of mammalian
genomes are refractory to this modification [49, 50]. These contiguous non-methylated
segments of the genome having higher level of CG content than average CG content are called
CpG islands [51]. A recent study [52] suggests that special enzymes are recruited directly to CpG
islands to impose unique chromatin structure that can distinguish them from surrounding
regions of the genome. Such chromatin modifications pathways change the default CpG island
chromatin state to more activated or repressed states. From Figure 11, we can conclude that
CpG islands are more prevalent in promoter regions of coding genes than non-coding genes.

This graph shows that TSS region of coding genes are more enriched with CpG island than non-coding genes.

Figure 11 Distribution of CpG islands found in coding and noncoding promoter regions.
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Our hypothesis regarding word commonality was that, coding regions are mostly rare in the
whole genome. So, the promoter region of coding genes might have rare combination of
sequences than what one can find in the promoter regions of non-coding genes. So, the lower
the score of word, the more likely that it comes from promoters of coding genes. Figure 12
shows the lower score in promoters of coding than in promoters of non-coding genes.

This graph illustrates our hypothesis that promoter of coding genes contain rare patterns which are depleted in the promoter of
non-coding genes.

Figure 12 Score of words found in promoters of coding and noncoding genes.

A palindrome is a word or phrase inside a sequence that may be read the same way in either
direction. DNA binding sites for proteins often contain palindromes [53]. So, our hypothesis was
that promoter regions of coding genes will contain more palindromes than promoters for noncoding genes. And we also found that palindromes are more probable in TSS region of coding
than non-coding genes (Figure 13).
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This graph shows that TSS regions of coding genes are more enriched with palindromes than TSS regions of non-coding genes
indicating the specificity and affinity of protein-DNA interaction in that region

Figure 13 Palindromes occurrences in promoter region of coding and non-coding genes.

According to Watson-Crick base pairing rules, since G base pairs with C and A with T, there is
equal amounts of the two bases in a pair. It is very unlikely to expect such relationship of
frequencies within one of the strands. Typically, the difference in base composition between
strands is found in bacterial genomes [54]. For human, we also measure the skewness to
determine strand compositional asymmetry. GC skewnes indicates the percentage of excess of
C over G. The AT skewness gives the percentage of excess of A over T. For coding genes, we
noticed that there was more A than T along the upstream of the promoter regions; then the AT
skewness switched its sign and T becomes more predominant in the downstream. We also
noticed that there was more C than G along the upstream of the promoter regions; then the CG
skewness switched its sign and G becomes more predominant in the downstream (Figure
14). For non-coding genes there is not that much variation of A over T except in the proximity of
the TSS region. We discovered that there was more C than G along the upstream of the
promoter regions; then the CG skewness switched its sign and G becomes more predominant in
the downstream (Figure 14).
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b. C-G skewness

a. A-T skewness

The graph on left shows the skewness of A and T in overlappling sliding windows. As we consider 100 bp width and 50 bp shift there
were 39 windows in total. They are [-1000…-900] , [-950…-850], … … …,[+900…+1000]. The graph on right shows the same for CG
skewness.

Figure 14 AT skewness and CG skewness in sliding overlapping windows

Counting combination (single, di-, tri-nucleotides) of nucleotides is a very common technique to
find the pattern inherent to a large sequence set. These frequencies also represent the
compositional property of each sequence. We calculated the single, di- and tri-nucleotide
frequencies in the promoter regions of coding and non-coding genes. It can be noticed that
composition of C and G is higher than A and T in promoter regions of coding genes than for noncoding genesFigure 15. And composition of A and T is higher than C and G in promoters of noncoding genes than for coding genes. For dinucleotides, CC, CG, GC and GG are more frequent in
promoters of coding than for non-coding genes. And AA, AT, TA and TT are more frequent in
promoters of non-coding than for coding genes. For trinucleotides, CCC and GGG have the
highest peak for promoters of coding genes. CGC, CGG, GCG has around two fold enrichment in
promoters of coding than for non-coding genes. AAA and TTT have the highest peak in
promoters of non-coding genes (Figure 16).
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(a) Mean single nucleotide composition in upstream
region.

(b) Mean single
downstream region.

nucleotide

(c) Mean di-nucleotide composition in upstream region.

(d) Mean di-nucleotide composition in downstream
region.

Figure 15 Composition of sequences in upstream and downstream region of TSS
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Figure 16 Composition of sequences with trinucleotides in upstream and downstream region of TSS.
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CHAPTER 4 DISTINGUISHING REGULATION PATTERNS OF PRIMATE-SPECIFIC
AND NON-PRIMATE SPECIFIC LONG NON-CODING RNA GENES
4.1. Introduction
Primate-specific genes may be related to the primate phenotypic traits. As primates share the
almost all protein-coding genes with non-primate species, this work is focused on ncRNA,
particularly on long non-coding RNA (lncRNA) due to its low conservation rates [55]. A recent
study reported the adaptive roles played by lncRNAs in the human cortical nervous system [6].
Several other features of non-coding regions in primates were shown recently. Alu elements
exist in all primates, but in not in other organisms [56]. Alu elements are mobile and they can
jump from region to region depending upon their expression which indicate the dynamic nature
of genomes [57]. The frequency of A-to-I editing (“site-specific modification of adenosine to
inosine in stem-loop structures within precursor mRNAs”) in humans is much higher than in
mouse, rat, chicken or fly [58].
This study is an initial step of understanding how primate-specific promoters modulate the
activity of lncRNAs (conserved and non-conserved) at cis/trans network interfaces. The objective
of this research is to figure out if we can distinguish the promoters of primate-specific lncRNAs
(pslncRNAs) from non-primate-specific lncRNAs (npslncRNAs), and if so, what are the biological
features responsible for the difference. To do so we used support vector machine (SVM) model
[10] and applied it to 1650 sequence features of 5 types. We achieved accuracy of 84.10%.
Feature selection techniques allowed us to reduce the number of features to 355 with only
small decrease in accuracy to 82.29%. Actually we used feature subset selection technique to
generate a shorter list of features for the convenience of our biological analysis. CFS assumes
features as conditionally independent given the class label. So, if there is moderate level of
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feature dependency, then CFS might perform well, but in some cases where strong feature
correlation exits, CFS may fail to identify relevant features [14]. Another likely reason for
degrading the performance may be the stopping criteria (50 consecutive iterations) we used for
CFS. If we tune this parameter we may achieve a better result.
4.2. Data Set Preparation
Non-coding RNA set
We took 19,599 human lncRNAs which are experimentally validated from GENCODE
(www.gencodegenes.org). We considered only genes located on chromosomes 1-22, X, and Y.
Apply liftOver tool
We used BLASTZ-based liftOver [59] tool to check the level of alignment of entire genomic span
of lncRNA of human into genomes of other species as follows: a. Human/Chimp (panTro3) b.
Human / Gorilla (gorGor1) c. Human / Orangutan (ponAbe2) d. Human / Rhesus (rheMac2) e.
Human / Baboon (papHam1) f. Human / Marmoset (calJac3) g. Human / Tarsier (tarSyr1)
h.Human / Bushbaby (otoGar1) i.Human / Mouse Lemur (micMur1) j. Human / Mouse (mm9)
k.Human / Rat (rn4). If a sequence is matched (single or multiple chains) with more than 95%
similarity then we define this sequence as “present” at that species. And if it is “Deleted” in
species, we define it as absent in that species.
Determine primate-specific set
We got 308 primate-specific sequences, which are with status “present” in any primate and
“absent” in both rodents (mouse and rat). The rest of the 20,308 sequences were not primatespecific.
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If two or more sequences shared the same TSS on the same strand, only one promoter region
was taken to be in the promoter set. If two or more promoter regions overlapped, but were not
identical, then we included such regions in the final set independently.
The control set
From the non-primate-specific sequences, we considered 1,112 sequences as control set (not
primate-specific) as they were present in at-least one of the rodents (mouse or rat). The rest of
the lncRNAs were neither primate-specific nor non-primate-specific as they were labeled as
“Partially Deleted”, ”Split in New”, or “Boundary Problem” by liftOver. So, we did not use these
lncRNAs for our analysis.
If two or more sequences shared the same TSS on the same strand, only one promoter region
was taken to be in the promoter set. If two or more promoter regions overlapped, but does not
have identical TSS, then we included such regions in the final set independently. For all the
genes we considered [-1000.. +1000] bp around transcriptional start site (TSS) as promoter
region. We collected sequences of promoter regions
4.3. Feature Generation
De novo motif search
For de novo motif finding we used Dragon Motif Finder (DMF) [28] algorithm, as described in the
previous chapter.
We generated motifs one by one, using promoter sequences of primate-specific genes as target
and the control set of promoter sequences as background. As soon as one MF was found, we
masked the best hit in the sequence and continued MF search on the rest of the sequence, so
that we do not find the same MF twice. PWM is used as a model of an MF by DMF. We set the
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DMF parameters to generate 50 MFs of lengths from 8 to 15 with thresholds .75, .80, .85, .90 for
target set coverage. So 1,600 (50*8*4) MFs were generated. Each of the generated MFs had two
coverage information, coverage in target and coverage in background. We used these two
coverage values as parameters for ranking. If we make a 1 by 1 grid plot containing all the
coverage information in primate-specific sequences on x-axis and coverage information in
control sequences on y-axis, then an ideal MF from the primate-specific sequences will have the
minimum distance from the point (1,0) and the maximum distance from the point (0,1).
Similarly, an ideal MF from control sequences will have the minimum distance from the point
(0,1) and the maximum distance from the point (1,0). We then ranked these two MFs sets
depending upon the distance from the ideal point ((1,0) for pslncRNA and (0,1) for npslncRNA
MFs). Then we set a distance threshold (0.62) for distance from the ideal point to select top
ranked MFs. We chose the top ranked MFs from the primate-specific sequences whose distance
from the ideal point was less than the threshold. We used the same threshold for selecting top
ranked MFs from the control sequences. Using this distance threshold we got 132 MFs. For each
of the selected MF we mapped their motifs to our sequences using PWM models. If the motif
mapping score to a sequence is above the threshold of the corresponding MF, then we
considered it as a hit. Each of these features can have binary value zero (no hit in a given
promoter sequence) or one (one or more hits in a given promoter sequence).
We also generated MFs from sliding windows of 100 bp with a shift of 50 bp at each step,
resulting into 39 windows. From each of the windows we generated 5 MFs of lengths 8 with
threshold 0.90 using promoter sequences of primate-specific genes as target and the control set
of promoter sequences as the background. So, we got 195 (39*5) MFs.
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Motif redundancy reduction
To remove the redundant (similar or identical) MFs found from the whole sequence we applied
the same technique described in the previous chapter. From the selected top MFs from all
clusters, we took only those that were ranked within the top 5 percent among all MFs. In this
way, we got 70 MFs. 36 MFs were selected considering the ideal point for primate-specific
sequences and 34 MFs were selected considering the ideal point of non primate-specific
sequences.
Transcription factor binding sites (TFBSs) mapping
To predict transcriptional factor binding sites (TFBSs) we used 426 PWMs for 401 human
transcriptional factors (TFs) from HOCOMOCO [31] database. For each PWM of the length L we
set the threshold for the PWM score to corresponding to p-value = 0.0005, i.e. no more than
0.0005 of all possible 4L words can have a score above the threshold. Each of 426 resulting
features has binary value of zero (no hit above the threshold in a given promoter sequence) or
one (one or more hits above the threshold in a given promoter sequence).
Nucleotide frequencies (NF)
For each promoter we calculated the frequencies of single, di-, tri-nucleotide in a sliding window
of 100 bp with 50 bp shift at each step. For each of resulting 39 windows, we got 39*(4 + 16) =
780 features.
CpG island (CGI)
Coordinates of CpG islands [32] were downloaded from UCSC genome browser [33]. For each
promoter we calculated the number of nucleotides overlapping with CGI in a sliding window of
100 bp with a shift of 50 bp at each step, resulting into 39 features.
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Repetitive element (RP)
Coordinates of repetitive elements obtained by RepeatMasker [34] were downloaded from
UCSC genome browser [35]. For each promoter we calculated the number of nucleotides
overlapping with RP in a sliding window of 100 bp with 50 bp shift at each step, resulting into 39
features.
Single Nucleotide Polymorphism (SNP)
Coordinates of single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) were downloaded from UCSC genome
browser [60]. For each promoter we calculated the number of nucleotides overlapping with SNP
in a sliding window of 100 bp with 50 bp shift at each step, resulting into 39 features.
4.4. Model Building
We used an SVM model [10] for classification of the samples. The classifier was implemented in
MATLAB version 2011a. As we had an imbalanced data set (308 one class:1112 another class)
we assigned different cost for misclassification error for each class. The value for
misclassification error was proportional to

N
; i  1, 2. where Ni is the number of samples in
2* Ni

class i. and N is the total number of samples in both classes.
As the number of samples in primate-specific set was much lower than in the control set, we
add four additional noisy samples for each primate-specific sample to the training set. Each
feature value was adjusted within the [-5,+5] percent of the original value in the noisy sample.
We considered primate-specific promoter set as positive class for classifier.
4.5. Performance Evaluation
A twenty-fold cross validation was used to evaluate the performance of model constructed in
this study. We ran our model for twenty times in cross-validation setting. The noisy samples
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were only present in the training sets but not in the testing portion. The performance of the
model was estimated in terms of sensitivity, specificity and accuracy and was averaged across
the tests.
4.6. Results
The SVMs were trained and evaluated by twenty-fold cross validation for linear kernel and radial
basis function (rbf) kernel. The parameters for kernels were explored using grid-search. For
linear kernel, the only parameter to adjust is the soft margin. But for radial basis function kernel
the search space is two-dimensional including the soft margin and sigma of the function. For
grid-search we chose the points of interest on logarithmic scale and finally select the point
depending upon sensitivity, specificity and accuracy. Then we applied all features to SVM model.
And our model performs with 63.45% sensitivity, 88.50% specificity and 83.07% accuracy for the
linear kernel. The model performs with 64.48% sensitivity, 89.54% specificity and 84.10%
accuracy for the rbf kernel. For the rbf kernel, the area under receiver operating curve (ROC)
was 0.8604.
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Figure 17 ROC curve for the rbf kernel

We also used correlation based feature selection (CFS) [14] techniques for feature subset
selection. To apply CFS we used 3-fold cross validation over the whole dataset. For each fold, we
applied CFS using WEKA [13] implementation on the training set. We used the ‘best first’ search
in forward direction and 50 consecutive iterations as stopping criteria, to select the feature
subset. Then we reduced the dimensionality of test set by the selected features and applied to
our model. Taking the average of sensitivity, specificity and accuracy from each fold we achieved
76.70% sensitivity, 82.2% specificity and 80.99% accuracy.
Table 3 Summary of results for separation of regulation for primate specific and non-primate specific lncRNA

Features

#feature

Kernel

Parameter

Sensitivity
(%)

Specificity
(%)

Accuracy
(%)

All

1650

linear

Boxconstraint:1

63.45

88.50

83.07

All

1650

rbf

Boxconstraint:148.01

64.48

89.54

84.10

64.19

89.12

83.72

Sigma: 20.086
After Removing

1588

rbf

Boxconstraint:148.01
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redundant motif
CFS (union of
features from all
fold)

Sigma: 20.086
355

rbf

Boxconstraint:148.01

77.39

83.64

82.29

Sigma: 20.086

As a measure of goodness for our selected features, we took the union of all the selected
feature subsets from all folds and apply 20-fold cross validation for 20 runs with only those
features on the whole dataset. Our model performed with 77.39% sensitivity, 83.64% specificity
and 82.29% accuracy. Table 3 summarizes all the results.
4.7. Discussions
De novo Motif Identification
Using DMF we generated various MFs from the promoter regions of primate-specific genes.
Figure 18 shows the MF coverage in primate specific and non-primate specific genes. Top
ranked (the ranking method is described in the previous chapter) MFs depending upon the
coverage in promoters of primate-specific genes are shown in Figure 19 and for non-primatespecific genes in Figure 20.
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Each point in this graph represents the pslncRNA promoter coverage (percentage of pslncRNA promoter where the motif was
found) and npslncRNA promoter coverage (percentage of npslncRNA promoters where the motif was found) of a MF.

Figure 18 De novo MF coverage information

Logo

62

Coverage in
primatespecific
sequences

Coverage in
non-primate
specific
sequences

0.64

0.408

0.565

0.343

0.62

0.404

0.558

0.341

0.578

0.369

The first column shows the sequence logo, the second column shows the pslncRNA promoter coverage (proportion of
pslncRNA promoters with the motif) and the third column shows the npslncRNA sequence coverage (proportion of npslncRNA
promoters with the motif) of top ranked MFs from pslncRNA promoter sequences.

Figure 19 Top ranked MFs for pslncRNA promoters with coverage in pslncRNAs, npslnRNAs

Logo

Coverage in
primatespecific
sequences

Coverage in
non-primate
specific
sequences

0.338

0.486

0.399

0.472

0.49

0.524

0.487

0.515

0.399

0.437

The first column shows the sequence logo, the second column shows the pslncRNA promoter coverage (proportion of
pslncRNA promoters with the motif) and the third column shows the npslncRNA promoter coverage (proportion of npslncRNA
promoters with the motif) of top ranked MFs for npslncRNA promoter sequences.

Figure 20 Top ranked MFs for npslncRNA promoters with coverage in pslncRNAs, npslnRNAs

We used the Tomtom tool (http://meme.sdsc.edu/meme/cgi-bin/tomtom.cgi) to find out
known TFBSs similar (threshold of q-value < 0.01) to these de novo MFs. From the UniProt
(http://www.uniprot.org/) we got 13 genes (NR3C1, PITX2, OTX2, THRA, NKX2-5, PAX5, RARB,
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RXRB, IKZF1, RARG, RARA, REST, HOXD13) related to primate-specific TFs and 17 genes (FUBP1,
ONECUT2, FOXO1, FOXJ3, IRF4, SMAD1, KLF15, ZNF148, ZBTB7B, MAZ, SP1, FOXJ2, FOXF1, WT1,
PURA, RREB1, SP3) associated with non-primate-specific TFs.
TFBS
For TFBSs, we found a positive correlation between their coverage in primate and non-primate
specific genes (Figure 21). The top ranked (the ranking method is described in the previous
chapter) TFBS in promoter region of primate-specific genes are shown in Figure 22, and for nonprimate specific genes in Figure 23.

Each point in this graph represents the pslncRNA promoter coverage (percentage of pslncRNA promoters with the motif) and
npslncRNA promoter coverage (percentage of npslncRNA promoters with the motif) for known TFBSs.

Figure 21 Coverage pslncRNAs and npslncRNAs by TFBSs
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Logo

Coverage in
primatespecific
sequences

Coverage
in nonprimate
specific
sequences

TFBS name

0.529220

0.448740

ATF1_si

0.564940

0.483810

CDC5L_si

0.500000

0.418170

RORA_f1

0.555190

0.490110

CREM_f1

0.435060

0.348020

NR1D1_f1

The first column shows the sequence logo, the second column shows the pslncRNA promoter coverage (proportion of pslncRNA
promoters with the motif), the third column shows the npslncRNA promoter coverage (proportion of npslncRNA promoters with
the motif), and the fourth column shows the name of the top ranked TFBS for pslncRNA promoter sequences.

Figure 22 Top ranked TFBSs for pslncRNA promoters with coverage in pslncRNAs and npslnRNAs
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Logo

Coverage in
primatespecific
sequences

Coverage
in nonprimate
specific
sequences

TFBS name

0.402600

0.511690

CUX1_f1

0.418830

0.507190

NANOG_f1

0.454550

0.532370

RREB1_si

0.422080

0.486510

CXXC1_si

0.571430

0.659170

ZEP2_si

The first column shows the sequence logo, the second column shows the pslncRNA promoter coverage (proportion of pslncRNA
promoters with the motif), the third column shows the npslncRNA promoter coverage (proportion of npslncRNA promoters with
the motif), and the fourth column shows the name of the top ranked TFBS for npslncRNA promoter sequences.

Figure 23 Top ranked TFBS for npslncRNA promoters with coverage of pslncRNAs and npslnRNAs promoters.

Repetitive Elements
Figure 24 shows that, promoters of primate specific genes are less depleted of repetitive
elements than non-primate-specific genes. And the difference explains the role of repetitive
elements in recent evolution of primates.
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This graph shows that promoter region of pslncRNA genes are less depleted of repetitive elements than npslncRNA indicating their
role in primate evolution.

Figure 24 Distribution of repetitive elements in promoters of pslnRNA and npslnRNA.

CGI
From Figure 25, we can conclude that CGIs are more prevalent in regulatory regions of nonprimate-specific genes than primate specific genes.
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This graph shows that promoter region of npslncRNA genes are more enriched with CpG islands than pslncRNA.

Figure 25 Distribution of CpG islands in pomoters of pslnRNA and npslnRNA.

K-mers
We calculated the single, di- and tri-nucleotide frequencies around the TSS regions of primatespecific and non-primate specific genes. It can be noticed that composition of single and dinucleotides are almost the same in the two groups of genes (Figure 26). For, tri-nucleotides the
composition is very similar, but we found enrichment of GGG in non-primate specific set (Figure
27 ).
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a) Mean single nucleotide composition in upstream
region.

b) Mean single nucleotide composition in downstream
region.

c) Mean di-nucleotide composition in upstream region.

d) Mean di-nucleotide composition in downstream
region.

Figure 26 Composition of sequences in upstream and downstream region of TSS.
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a) Upstream
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b) downstream

Figure 27 Composition of sequences with tri-nucleotides in upstream and downstream regions of TSS.
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CHAPTER 5 CONCLUSION

In this study, we present the methodology to distinguish the regulatory patterns of different
kind of genes with different function or evolutionary age. To our best knowledge, this is the first
study to distinguish such regulatory mechanisms.
In the first problem we analyzed regulatory characteristics of promoters of coding and noncoding human genes. Our model, based on random forest, achieved 84% accuracy in separating
the regulatory patterns of these two gene groups, indicating that the selected regulatory
features are sound.

In the other problem, our model, based on SVM, also achieved 82% accuracy in separating the
regulatory mechanism of primate specific and non-primate specific long non-coding genes using
characteristic patterns of the promoters of these two gene groups. This also indicates that the
selected regulatory features are sound.
Features we selected could help in understanding the biological functionality responsible for
regulation of different types of promoters. The study can be further extended by including new
relevant features into consideration. The methodology developed in this study can also be
applied to other relevant problems of biological classification.
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APPENDIX
The set of features that were selected by oob variable importance feature selection
technique are listed below.
Feature no
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35

Feature Description
Up Stream total #a
Up Stream total #c
Up Stream total #g
Up Stream total #t
Down Stream total #a
Down Stream total #c
Down Stream total #g
Down Stream total #t
Up Stream total #aa
Up Stream total #ac
Up Stream total #at
Up Stream total #ca
Up Stream total #cc
Up Stream total #cg
Up Stream total #gc
Up Stream total #gg
Up Stream total #ta
Up Stream total #tt
Down Stream total #aa
Down Stream total #ac
Down Stream total #ag
Down Stream total #at
Down Stream total #ca
Down Stream total #cc
Down Stream total #cg
Down Stream total #ct
Down Stream total #ga
Down Stream total #gc
Down Stream total #gg
Down Stream total #gt
Down Stream total #ta
Down Stream total #tc
Down Stream total #tg
Down Stream total #tt
Up Stream total #aaa
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36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75

Up Stream total #aac
Up Stream total #aat
Up Stream total #aca
Up Stream total #ata
Up Stream total #atg
Up Stream total #att
Up Stream total #caa
Up Stream total #cac
Up Stream total #cag
Up Stream total #cat
Up Stream total #ccc
Up Stream total #ccg
Up Stream total #cga
Up Stream total #cgc
Up Stream total #cgg
Up Stream total #cgt
Up Stream total #ctg
Up Stream total #gcc
Up Stream total #gcg
Up Stream total #gct
Up Stream total #gga
Up Stream total #ggc
Up Stream total #ggg
Up Stream total #taa
Up Stream total #tca
Up Stream total #tcg
Up Stream total #tta
Up Stream total #ttt
Down Stream total #aaa
Down Stream total #aac
Down Stream total #aag
Down Stream total #aat
Down Stream total #aca
Down Stream total #act
Down Stream total #aga
Down Stream total #agc
Down Stream total #agg
Down Stream total #agt
Down Stream total #ata
Down Stream total #atc
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76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
100
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115

Down Stream total #atg
Down Stream total #att
Down Stream total #caa
Down Stream total #cac
Down Stream total #cag
Down Stream total #cat
Down Stream total #cca
Down Stream total #ccc
Down Stream total #ccg
Down Stream total #cga
Down Stream total #cgc
Down Stream total #cgg
Down Stream total #cta
Down Stream total #ctg
Down Stream total #gaa
Down Stream total #gac
Down Stream total #gag
Down Stream total #gcc
Down Stream total #gcg
Down Stream total #gct
Down Stream total #gga
Down Stream total #ggc
Down Stream total #ggg
Down Stream total #ggt
Down Stream total #gta
Down Stream total #gtg
Down Stream total #taa
Down Stream total #tac
Down Stream total #tag
Down Stream total #tat
Down Stream total #tca
Down Stream total #tcg
Down Stream total #tgc
Down Stream total #tgg
Down Stream total #tta
Down Stream total #ttt
Skewness between A and T, window #22
Skewness between A and T, window #23
Skewness between A and T, window #30
Skewness between A and T, window #31
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116
117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155

Skewness between A and T, window #34
Skewness between A and T, window #37
Palindrome position overlap count, window #17
Palindrome position overlap count, window #19
Palindrome position overlap count, window #20
Word Commonality Score for window #5
Word Commonality Score for window #6
Word Commonality Score for window #13
Word Commonality Score for window #16
Word Commonality Score for window #17
Word Commonality Score for window #18
Word Commonality Score for window #19
Word Commonality Score for window #20
Word Commonality Score for window #21
Word Commonality Score for window #22
Word Commonality Score for window #23
Word Commonality Score for window #24
Word Commonality Score for window #25
Word Commonality Score for window #26
Word Commonality Score for window #27
Word Commonality Score for window #28
Word Commonality Score for window #29
Word Commonality Score for window #30
Word Commonality Score for window #31
Word Commonality Score for window #32
Word Commonality Score for window #33
Word Commonality Score for window #34
Word Commonality Score for window #35
Word Commonality Score for window #36
Word Commonality Score for window #37
Word Commonality Score for window #38
Word Commonality Score for window #39
Repetitive element position overlap count at window #17
Repetitive element position overlap count at window #18
Repetitive element position overlap count at window #19
Repetitive element position overlap count at window #20
Repetitive element position overlap count at window #21
Repetitive element position overlap count at window #22
Repetitive element position overlap count at window #23
Repetitive element position overlap count at window #24
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156
157
158
159
160
161
162
163
164
165
166
167
168
169
170
171
172
173
174
175
176
177
178
179
180
181
182
183
184
185
186
187
188
189
190
191
192
193
194
195

Repetitive element position overlap count at window #25
Repetitive element position overlap count at window #26
Repetitive element position overlap count at window #27
Repetitive element position overlap count at window #28
Repetitive element position overlap count at window #29
Repetitive element position overlap count at window #30
Repetitive element position overlap count at window #32
Repetitive element position overlap count at window #38
Repetitive element position overlap count at window #39
CpG Island position overlap count at window #21
CpG Island position overlap count at window #22
CpG Island position overlap count at window #23
CpG Island position overlap count at window #24
Cell line: Gm12878; [State : AP]
Cell line: Gm12878; [State : WP]
Cell line: Gm12878; [State : WE]
Cell line: Gm12878; [State : HC]
Cell line: H1hesc;[State : WP]
Cell line: H1hesc;[State : IP]
Cell line: H1hesc;[State : WE]
Cell line: H1hesc;[State : WT]
Cell line: H1hesc;[State : HC]
Cell line: Hmec; [State : AP]
Cell line: Hmec; [State : WP]
Cell line: Hmec; [State : WE]
Cell line: Hmec; [State : HC]
Cell line: Hmec; [State : AP]
Cell line: Hmec; [State : WP]
Cell line: Hmec; [State : WT]
Cell line: Hmec; [State : HC]
Cell line: Huvec; [State : AP]
Cell line: Huvec; [State : WP]
Cell line: Huvec; [State : SE]
Cell line: Huvec; [State : PR]
Cell line: Huvec; [State : HC]
Cell line: Nhek; [State : AP]
Cell line: Nhek; [State : WP]
Cell line: Nhek; [State : HC]
Cell line: Nhlf; [State : AP]
Cell line: Nhlf; [State : WP]
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196 Cell line: Nhlf; [State : TE]
197 Cell line: Nhlf; [State : HC]
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